COMPREHENSIVE SUPPLEMENT SYSTEMS
SCIENTIFIC

SENSIBLE

SYNERGISTIC

Synergy is defined as: the interaction or cooperation of two or more
substances, or other agents to produce a combined effect greater than
the sum of their separate effects.
We conduct comprehensive analyses into superior supplements and products that help create wellness. Thousands of hours of research
and hundreds of interviews with doctors and scientists have prompted our company to offer an exclusive product line. All of our products are
the most effective in their categories, and have substantial proof of their efficacy. These products are not available in any health store or
vitamin shop but are used by hundreds of clinics and health care professionals across the United States and abroad.

Scientifically developed and clinically studied ingredients are an effective way to approach certain maladies the body may be dealing
with. Unfortunately many people still believe that a single formula to address the main issue will fix the problem.
The fact is the body must be in a balanced state to fully utilize the nutrients to get the desired effect of any condition specific
supplement. The science is firmly behind this. In addition, consumers need to rid themselves from the idea that addressing an issue
with one condition specific supplement for a period of one month will yield results. When the body is out of balance and is representing
any disease or pre-diseased state it is representing a physical state that has developed over years, so to think that 30 days of a
particular supplement will fix the problem is just not true.
These Comprehensive Supplement Systems have been created for one reason; to give an individual the most effective, synergistic,
scientific approach to achieve their health goals. These packages are specified as a 3 product, 3 month minimum commitment.
This nutritional supplementation approach addresses specific health issues and has been proven an effective method with benefits that
reach beyond the desired result.
This scientifically matched supplement combination will help set a solid foundation, enabling you to thrive throughout your day and also
address more difficult wellness issues. Your food and supplement protocols will be enhanced as these products have the ability to
increase cellular absorption and provide full spectrum nutrients not found in typical diets. This system can be referred to as Enhance
Your Cells, Feed Your Cells and Focus on the Issue.

At the core of all our Comprehensive Supplement Systems are Vibrant & Clear Phospholipid Wafers and DAILYMetrix
a Liquid Multi-Vitamin, Multi-Mineral and Wholefood Complex. These two products reset the body into a healthy state
and many clients find their specific issues can be resolved simply by bringing the body back into a state of
homeostasis. By adding a condition specific formula to directly address more pressing issues many people can
increase results and reduce healing time.

Please ask one of our staff members for complete
details and how to start receiving your Comprehensive
Supplement System today.

COMPREHENSIVE SUPPLEMENT SYSTEMS
BLOOD SUGAR AND WEIGHT CONTROL

ENHANCE YOUR CELLS

FEED YOUR CELLS

FOCUS ON THE ISSUE

Enhance Your Cells: Vibrant & Clear Phospholipid Wafers

Anti-oxidants can be effective at neutralizing free radicals that damage membranes. However, when damage is already done, then traditional antioxidants
have little ability to repair that damage. Now, the lipids available in Vibrant & Clear Wafers, can replace the damaged phospholipids in membranes with
vibrant healthy phospholipids. These lipids repair the cells mitochondria which allows the cells to process nutrients more effectively. Vibrant & Clear
Phospholipids are an essential component to any nutritional supplement protocol or daily regimen. Proper nutrient processes are important in supporting a
healthy, functioning system.

Feed Your Cells: DAILYMetrix a Liquid Multi-Vitamin, Multi-Mineral and Wholefood Complex

Our powerful formula contains 310 of the Earth’s finest nutritional ingredients including all the Natural Vitamins, 74+ Natural Ionic Minerals, Amino Acids,
Phytonutrients, Whole Foods, Digestive Enzymes, Fatty Acids, Herbal-Botanical Elements and More... DAILYMetrix uses nature’s own technology, a
super-concentrated Humic and Fulvic Acid powerhouse to deliver directly to our cells a full spectrum, organic, cell-ready nutrition which helps to support
your life, health and wellness. DAILYMetrix provides a full-spectrum, NON-GMO, whole food wellness in liquid form. The independent group, The
Physicians Desk Reference advises vitamins are 98% absorbed in liquid form but only 20% in pill form.

Focus on the Issue: D2Metrix Plus Carbohydrate Control for blood sugar and weight control

D2Metrix Plus is a new and improved blend of 4 natural ingredients that impact the major control points of carbohydrate metabolism, which results in
normalizing blood glucose levels while supporting weight loss. It is 100% safe with the most effective ingredients in its category. D2Metrix Plus puts back
into the food supply what nature intended all along.
There are many products on the market that claim to lower blood sugar and manage weight loss; indeed some of these products are effective on some
level. But D2Metrix Plus is not just a simple one-track product. It’s not a product that just slows sugar metabolism. D2Metrix Plus is a combination of
natural ingredients that helps control carbohydrate metabolism in twelve distinct ways.

The Synergistic Effects
Each of these three products have positive effects on weight and blood sugar issues. Taken together they have a
profound effect on the cellular level and offer the body benefits far beyond your intended goals. Including: Repaired
Mitochondria, More Natural Energy, Better Nutrient Transport, Increase Memory and Mental Alertness, Healthy pH
Levels, Metabolic & Blood Oxygenation Support, Organ Cleanse & Detoxification, Musculoskeletal & Joint Support,
Digestive System & Colon Support, Heart, Cardiovascular & Lymphatic Support and more.

Easy to adhere to protocol; DAILYMetrix: 1 ounce of pleasant tasting liquid per day taken
before meals. Vibrant & Clear Phospholipid Wafers: 2 delicious “Berry Flavored”
chewable wafers taken anytime during the day, either together or separatey.
D2Metrix Plus: 1 capsule, twice a day taken before meals.
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